
Intoxication is a strange thing. Literally. Intoxication in its alcohol, drug, or smoked
hallucinogen form is taking in a strange substance that disconnects the head from the
body, the will from control. The head should guide, inform, and direct the body. The
body should listen and respond to the head, carrying out the head’s meaning and
purpose. But with intoxication, the body no longer does as the head desires. The body
rules over the head, when the body has no organ, no brain, to guide itself. Hence, the
body stumbles, doing senseless things. And the head loses its purpose.

We think of intoxication as solely an
individual thing. But from a biblical
perspective, humans are a
microcosm. As it goes with an
individual human, so it can go with
a community of humans, say, a city
or state, or even a church. Thus, the
corporate parallel of an individual’s
intoxication with a strange

substance, whether alcohol, drug, or smoked hallucinogen, is for the corporate entity
to take strange material in at the corporate head, disconnecting that corporate head
from the body’s members. Think, for instance, of the city or state ruler that strange
material corrupts, whether that strange material involves bribes, other undue influence,
self-promotion, or just wrong doctrine for a ruler to follow, like bad economic or
social policy, or dictating things that a city or state should leave to its members. Or
think of a local church whose leader teaches false doctrine. The body stumbles when
the head takes in strange things.

And that’s what happened in God’s original garden. Adam and Eve consumed a
strange substance, one that God had said wasn’t fit for their members. And in doing
so, they lost control of their bodies, no longer divine but mortal. Take into your head
only what God says is fitting, whether food, attitude, or doctrine. Watch the corporate
body closely, too, that its head doesn’t take wrong things in that would disconnect and
lose control of the body. The church is corporately the body of Christ who feeds us
only what nourishes the body. Use your own head to take in only the food, drink, and
doctrine that connects, serves, and controls your body.


